Happenings at
‘Bukit Lagong’
Run Nr.:
Date:
Hare:
Co-Hares:
Runners:
Distance:
Checks:
FROPs:
Time:
Guests:
Returnees:

3697
13th October 2014
Henry Chia
A Lot
70
~ 8km.
5
Monkey
7.30pm.
S…m Perm and Jones

The day was bright in Lagong though it was gloomy in parts of KL and PJ.
The crowd soon came in and at 6pm, as usual, On Sec led them on paper
to the first check. This was just up the hill on the predictable trail.
Checkers went forward but some saw what they thought was paper on
the hill across the runsite leading up to a pylon. This was checked out but
suddenly the ‘On On’ call came front the front. And so forward we went.
And downward came the rain and quite heavily too. The trail passed the
old log yard on the right, now under heavy growth. On it went and at this
stage the scribe turned back. But Rob Stott gives a short account:
ck001 on secs check just up the hill. forward check
ck002 near to the 5th check on 2 week ago run at Bukit Idaman, false
trail forward, paper on the lower track
ck003 turned left into the undergrowth, no way forward. False trail off the
main track, close to illegal false trail.
ck004 across the valley on a rock, paper back but could have found it if
checked further down the sungai
ck005 on a nice trail after we emerged from the jungle trails, and then in
the bush again, in the rain and gathering gloom
GPS says 8.2 km but with the false trails and checking much less. Some
new trails.
It was raining most of the time and then slowed to a heavy drizzle. It was
also dark by 7.10pm. But luckily for the hare, the first runner was in at
7.30pm. The rest followed in a long stretched out pack, but all in in good
time.
Since all were back and the drizzle was stopping, the circle started early
at 8.10pm. The butler was new member Pete. The hares were called up
and up came a team of 6, for a simple place like Bukit Lagong. But
everyone agreed it was a good run and they got their drink.

On Cash made his call for subs and announced that the big news of the
day was that Young Yap had paid his subs! Remarkable!
Two guests were up next. They were S…m Perm and Jones. They of
course enjoyed the runs with us and in fact Jones was a co-hare.
On Sec called up Monkey and the pack gave him a good song and drink
for having come in first in the run over the weekend at the Seremban
Hazards do. Water Teo was up next and given a birthday cake
compliments of the Hare. Members do not like cake it seems? There was a
lot left.
Then it was time for the bomoh. On Sec earlier noticed the bomoh writing
a lot of stuff in his car earlier. But he did not see his own name on that
list. On Sec was up for stating that he avoided doing the full run most
weeks so he would be back early and not delay the circle and members
could go off early. This was smart on the part of the On Sec and in fact
the bomoh’s theme of the day was being, or not being smart.
So for not being smart, JM Bon was up for giving the wrong hash car
number in the directions to the bomoh’s run.
Kana was called up giving the smart excuse he had to take pictures.
Daniel was smart enough to bring snacks to the run, so others could eat
them. Bull Ong, hiding away so David Hirst was the look alike (they are
both bald), was to be up for doing very short walks. Billy NoHair,
represented by S…m Perm was up too.
Fico was up for being arrogant, telling runners to follow him, so as to not
get lost. And being noisy all the time. Smart ones do not make noise.
Wong Chee Keong always sets a long run on Mother Hash. But he is smart
not to set a long run on the unmentionables hash run.
Michael Chew was not so smart when he fell and got 6 stitches on an
earlier run. He was represented by Mike Moi and since all Mike’s had to
drink, Mike Kuan joined him.
Dennis Khoo is not very smart because there are times when he goes to
the wrong run site.
Then of course Don Cheang never knows the run numbers.
With that the circle was closed and the pack moved off to the restaurant
for the On On.

PIX OF THE RUN

